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Many of you in the room today have attended last year's C:F Summit which happened in Bled and know that TEDxBled was an essential part of it. Because many of you have actually attended TEDxBled and due to recent exponential spread and popularity of TEDx events globally and in Slovenia, I will skip lengthy introduction about TED and TEDx events and talks. But I will tell you about the history of TEDx events, how Slovenia fits in and in what way are we special in this world. First ever TEDx happened on March 23rd 2009 at University of Southern California. Only 2 months after that already first TEDxLjubljana happened. At this first Ljubljana event I was only an ordinary attendee, but I immediately wanted to join the team. This is how the story of TEDx in Slovenia begins.
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Since the beginning already 33 TEDx events happened in Slovenia, about half of them organized by our team, TEDxLjubljana. Current number of all worldwide TEDx events is around 7000 (there's daily updated status on TED.com). Given the population share, we were supposed to do only 2 events. Yet we have done 15 times more. Also comparing to our bigger neighbours and countries around us, we have done more than A, H, SK, CZ, HR .. only Italy and Germany with 30-40 times bigger population has done only 2-3 times more than us. Obviously we like ideas and we like sharing them. But what's really setting us apart – besides the number of events we are organizing – is the collaboration between teams and amount of diligent preparation that goes in. We've talked to many TEDx organizers worldwide and we do stand out in this two points. While our hard work during preparations is not so surprising for Slovenians, the open collaboration surely is. And we are proud of it. 
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Close collaboration is helped by the fact that we are a small nation and so it's easier to achieve the notion of „everybody knows everybody“. But I personally believe that we as a nation could actually achieve a remarkable breakthrough here. I often use this picture behind me in my talks and presentations and with it I am urging that every night when you brush your teeth you also add all the people you've met into your LI and FB networks. To do that you obviously need to a) meet people and b) give and take contact details. Where does this lead? I have 2500 contacts and if all of them would also have 2500 I would reach through friend-of-a-friend 6M people. 3 x population of Slovenia. Obviously I need to take away foreigners and also overlapping connections and then the figure is around 1,5M – which is realistic. But right now the average amount of connections is 140. We have work to do, but it's achievable.
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Now, „everybody knowing everybody“ also brings potential risks and downsides, namely pre-arranged businesses and clientelism. The most powerful way to have this under control is radical and embedded transparency – which younger generation, hopefully is bringing to the table. Let me share with you an example from a couple of weeks ago where I spoke at a local Start Up event in Novo Mesto. At the end there was some sort of prize draw, one of lucky attendees found under the chair the prize. After the prize was found, the main organizer of the event jumped on stage and he told us that the person who accidentally received it was his girlfriend and that it wasn't planned and she can give it to somebody else if anybody objects. That's the attitude that we need and that's the attitude that is totally contrary to what is happening in some of the biggest state owned companies in Slovenia.
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The example from the Startup event in Novo Mesto gives me real hope for the future. There is one more thing that gives me tremendous hope and confidence in the future and our people. Out of those 2500 connections I mentioned earlier, with 500 of them I have already gone to lunch with and wrote a blog post about it. I write a little bit about the restaurants, but mostly about people. About personal and professional parts of their lives. I always conclude with the „no limits“ question – I know many of you in the audience are smiling now as you are on my blog already. I ask: What would you do if money was not an issue, what would you create, what would you leave behind. While after 500 lunches I am not surprised anymore, I am still amazed by ideas and good intentions people have when you take constraints away. I do hope that the Crowd Innovation time that follows today – the 1Billion question – will bring this best part out of everybody.



Thank you! 
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